w = cp(z,s,t) • e s " e z + ... » z exp J h(w(t) ,t)diiJ and for each s eI, is the absolutely continuous solution of equation (1.2) and is an analytic and univalent function in S for each te I, t > s. Moreover, in [6] there is given the following oondition -t / % and e f(z,t)e s -tne class of analytic and univalent functions g(z) such that g(0) = 0, g'(0) • 1. let .ft, 0< g < 1, denote the class of functions cp(z,t) measurable with respect to t e I and such that |cp(z ( t)|<^ for z e B.
Beaker [2j introduced the olass of ohains of subordinate functions f(z,t), ze B, te I, analytio in B satisfying, almost everywhere with respect to te I, the equation (1.4) f(z,t)-zf'(z)h(z,t)j h(z,t) cpe&j,, z e B.
2. Now we give notations, definitions and lemmas whioh we shall use below* Let ?||C 2 » denote the olass of funotions satisfying in B the condition (2.1) | p(z,t) -M|<M, te I. If (f (z,t) s A and p(z,t) e P tf , then we have (see Goel [3J) the following relation
If we suppose additionally that (f(z,t)e^, then the olass of functions p(z,t) satisfying the oondition (2.2) will be denoted by P u (q). It is easy to prove the following lemma. Now we replace In equations (1.1) and (1.2) the function h(z,t) by the function p|(a,t) e P M (g). Th'?n the class of these functions f(z,t) satisfying (1.1) will fcs denoted by S M (^), M>£ , <1. Then S^O) » 6" [6] , S^iq) = [2] . It is easy to prove that the chain f(z,t) satisfies all the assumptions of Theorem 4 [6j.
_3. Ve now give the following theorem concerning the olass s M (e>).
The o r e m 3.1. If f(z,t) e S^q), then for eaoh a e B, t e I the following estimations hold ji, ^ ^ -He P(w,t),
where w « cp(z,t), p(w,t) 6 P M (q). Making use of (2.2) we obtain,by (3*6) and (3.7), Hence for t -•(» we obtain the inequality (3.1) whioh is also true for z « 0. In order to obtain the estimation (3*2) it is suffioient to use the following inequality M *rgwi<; (l .^f^,,,,,) «iwl whioh follows from (3.9) and (3.8), since ip(w,t)e SLq.
In order to prove the inequality (3.3), let us note that =^g-ip(z,t) is a function analytio in E almost everywhere with respeot to tel, (see Goluzin Integrating last inequality and passing to the limit with t-»°o w obtain (3.3). The estimation (3.4) follows immediately from (3.3) and (3.1).
4. Now we give the following theorem Theorem 4.1. Let f(z) » z + a 2 « 2 + ... be a regular function in S. If there exists a function p(z)e P M (q) suoh that whose order equals .
Proof, functions
It ÌB enough to show that the chain of ., fae'VUs"*) . n^f"(ge" t )"| 1+«
(1-n), -1<m <1.
Hence, putting a«"* • t,, we obtain , we obtain the assertion of our theorem.
